2.24.2017

Sold By:

Sold To:

TangleTree MZC Resurrection
779 SE 11th Street
North Bend, WA 98045
206-851-5885

Customer

Re: Purchase of Rebuilt MZC88-0078577
Thanks for your purchase of MZC88-78577 and your payment of $XXXthrough PayPal. This document serves as receipt
for the replacement MZC.
Connections:
Make all of the source connections identical to your old unit. This means you are using inputs on Source 3, 4, 5, and
6. Source numbering matches the keypad layout per the following list (button numbers refer to the keypad layout in
the graphic on the next page):









Source1 = Tuner1 (TNR1 button)
Source2 = Tuner2 (TNR2 button)
Source3 = SAT (Button 3)
Source4 = DVD (Button 4)
Source5 = SAT2 (Button 5)
Source6 = iPOD (Button 6)
Source7 = unused
Source8 = unused

Connect the zone speaker connections the same as the older unit:









Zone 1 = Utility
Zone 2 = Back/Side Door
Zone 3 = Kitchen
Zone 4 = Back Porch
Zone 5 = Bedroom
Zone 6 = Master Bath
Zone 7 = Master Bed
Zone 8 = unused (but configured to be used later with the addition of speakers and a standard keypad like
that in the Utility room, etc.)

Verify connections for the ipod Base and Mode adapter:




Connect the white RJ45 cable (looks like a network cable from the black mode base box) from the port
marked “Expansion” to the port on the MZC-88 marked “Expansion”.
Connect the RJ45 cable on the ipod dock to the port on the mode base (small black box) marked “iPOD
Base”.
Make sure the “Address dial on the bottom of the white ipod base is pointing to 1.



Make sure the audio cable from the black mode adapter (small black box) connects from it’s “Line Out” port
to Source 6 input on the MZC-88.

Keypad Button Assignments:

Using buttons 1-6 are the same as before. Press the button to play that corresponding source in the zone.
However, buttons 7 and 8 may be different, and they will behave differently depending on which zone is active:
When this source is playing:
TNR1, TNR2

Then when you press this button:
Button 7
Button 8

SAT, DVD, SAT2

Button 7

Button 8
IPOD

Button 7
Button 8

This happens:
Press once to go to the previous
stored station
Press once to go the next stored
station
Bass adjust…press the button once
and the source light will flash.
Adjust bass up or down using the
volume controls. Then press the
flashing source button one more
time to lock the bass adjustment.
Treble adjust…behaves identically to
the bass adjustment.
Press once to go backwards one
song on the iPOD
Press once to go forward one song
on the iPOD

The Mode keypads in zones 3 and 4 are a little more self explanatory, and they have more control of the iPOD and
Tuners by default.
Another comment on connections is about address settings on the back of the Mode keypads in zone 3 or 4. If the
display lights up but nothing displays, check the address wheel on the back…it should be set to ‘0’. The button keypads
also have a similar address wheel, and they each should be ‘0’. Yours are probably already set to those values, but it is
worth checking if the zone doesn’t respond when you power up. Note…the address settings on the pads should not be
changed while the MZC-88 is turned on.

Exchanging Your Old MZC
1. Contact me when you are ready to crate up your old MZC. I will quickly email you a shipping label that you can
tape to the box you rec’d the new MZC in.
2. Box it up tightly & ship it!
Service
If something happens to the new replacement MZC in the first 90 days, I will repair it at my cost, and I will pay shipping
both ways. Exceptions to the warranty are acts of negligence or natural disaster. Please contact me about the issue you
are having and we can make arrangements. If the failure is outside of the 90 day period, still contact me. My repair
rates are reasonable @$45/hr.
Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. Please don’t forget to provide feedback via eBay!
Rich Andrews
206-851-5885
TangleTree MZC
www.tangletreemzc.com

